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Abstract 

Background Policy decisions should be evidence-based, but the magnitude of intended and 

unintended impacts cannot always be easily estimated from the available data. For example, 

banning flavours in electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) to reduce appeal to non-smoking 

young people could have the intended impact by reducing youth vaping but could have 

negative consequences for adult smokers and vapers. 

Methods We developed a decision aid to help policymakers make informed decisions on the 

potential net impact of a ban on e-cigarette flavours. We estimated the number of non-

smoking youth who would be deterred from ever vaping and subsequently ever smoking, and 

the number of smokers and ex-smokers who would be deterred from quitting or encouraged 

to relapse, to determine whether the benefits to youth outweigh the costs to existing smokers 

and vapers. This aid then outputs a report with the results graphically depicted to aid 

interpretability. 

Results We demonstrated the value of this decision aid using data from various sources to 

estimate the impact of a flavour ban in three populations: the general UK population, low-

socioeconomic position UK population, and the general US population. All three examples 

suggested a negative net population impact of a ban. These reports were then presented to the 

all-party parliamentary group for vaping. 

Discussion We demonstrate how decision aids can be used to help policymakers arrive at 

evidence-based decisions efficiently and can be used to quickly obtain up-to-date estimates as 

new data becomes available. 
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What this paper adds 

What is already known about this topic? 

• Policy changes can result in intended and unintended consequences. Prior to 

implementation, policymakers need up-to-date, brief, digestible evidence reports to be 

well-informed about the potential impact of a change. 

• One such area where this is important is that of the impact of a potential electronic 

cigarettes (e-cigarette) flavour ban.  

• Very few decision aids have been developed in general, and in the context of e-cigarette 

flavours it is currently unclear how a ban would affect different populations (both 

geographic and socioeconomic). 

What this study adds? 

• This article outlines a policy decision aid to estimate the impact of an e-cigarette flavours 

ban in a given population. 

• Preliminary demonstrations suggest a ban may have a negative net impact across various 

populations. 

How this study might affect research, practice or policy 

• This article demonstrates that decision aids can be used to facilitate the making of evidence-

based decisions by policymakers and that collaboration between researchers and 

policymakers could increase the positive impact of both research and policy decisions.  
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Policy decisions should be evidence-based and lead to positive, beneficial impacts in the 

affected population. However, sourcing relevant evidence that can be easily interpreted can 

be a difficult task for policymakers working under time constraints. Creating decision aids for 

policymakers that can quickly provide brief, digestible guidance can be particularly useful in 

areas where existing evidence suggests the proposed policy change may have positive and 

negative implications on the target population.  

One example is electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) policy. Some jurisdictions have banned 

flavours in e-cigarettes to reduce appeal to non-smoking young people and the UK could do 

the same; this could have the intended impact by reducing youth vaping but could have 

negative consequences for adult smokers and e-cigarette users (vapers). Although e-cigarettes 

are considered to be less harmful than cigarettes [1], and can be used by smokers to help them 

quit [2], there have been concerns that the wide range of available flavours encourage non-

smoking youth to vape and subsequently smoke. While there is some evidence to suggest that 

flavours encourage youth vaping in both the US and the UK, there is no clear evidence that 

they encourage subsequent smoking [3-6]. The emergence of disposable vapes, which are 

most popular and relatively accessible among young people in both the US and UK, has 

further fuelled concerns about flavours in e-cigarette products [7, 8]. These concerns have led 

to bans of e-cigarette flavours (i.e., all but unflavoured, tobacco and menthol) in several 

jurisdictions. Evidence of the actual and predicted effect of bans is conflicting with some 

studies suggesting a reduction of vaping rates [9, 10] and others suggesting no reduction [11] 

or an increase in smoking rates in both youth [12] and adults [10, 13]. 

Contrasting evidence on the effectiveness of a potential ban makes it difficult for 

policymakers to reach an informed decision. Therefore, to help policymakers make informed 

decisions on a potential e-cigarette flavour ban, we aimed to develop a decision aid for 
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policymakers to specifically estimate the impact of a ban in any given population, and to 

illustrate the potential value of such decision aids in general. 

 

Decision Aid for Policymakers 

We consulted with policymakers and researchers to create a decision aid to estimate the 

potential net impact of an e-cigarette flavour ban, for which population sizes and the 

proportions are used as inputs to estimate four numbers (See Figure 1 for calculations): 

A. The number of non-smoking youth who could potentially be at risk of initiating 

vaping because of flavours. 

B. The number of youth who could potentially be at higher risk of ever smoking because 

of the availability of flavoured e-liquids. 

C. The number of potential lost additional quit attempts per year. 

D. The number of ex-smokers who may relapse to smoking. 

In this context, “youth” refers to those in the age range considered to be at risk of smoking 

(i.e.,11-17). From these four numbers the decision aid then calculates whether the number of 

non-smoking e-cigarette users introduced into the UK population because of flavoured e-

liquid availability could outweigh the number of smokers and ex-smokers who might vape 

instead of smoke because of flavoured e-liquid availability (A – [C + D]) and whether the 

number of ever smokers introduced into the UK population because of flavoured e-liquid 

availability could outweigh the number of smokers and ex-smokers who might vape instead 

of smoke because of flavoured e-liquid availability (B – [C + D]). Positive values provide 

some support for a total ban on flavoured e-liquids, and negative values provide some 

evidence that the negative consequences of a total ban would outweigh the potential benefits 

(i.e., a negative net impact of a ban). 
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Applied Examples 

Methods 

We entered data from a variety of sources into our decision aid to estimate the effects of a 

smoking ban in the general UK population, the low-socioeconomic position UK population 

(specifically those from the C2, D and E categories of the National Readership Survey scale 

[14], which are those classified as skilled working class, working class or non-working) and 

the general US population. We used data from Action on Smoking and Health (ASH) [15], 

the Smoking Toolkit Study (STS) [16], the National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYST) [17] and 

publicly available figures from the Office of National Statistics (ONS) [18, 19], the 

Department for Work and Pensions [20], the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC) [21-23], census data [24-27], privately owned real-time statistics website 

Worldometer (estimates taken on 12/09/2022) [28, 29] and peer-reviewed academic research 

articles [30-32].  

All figures, descriptions of data sources and code used in these examples can be found in 

Supplementary Tables S1-S3. 

 

Output 

For the UK general population, we calculated that 142,957 non-smoking youth were at risk of 

ever vaping due to flavours and 70,049 of those were at risk of ever smoking due to flavours. 

31,900 potential quit attempts would be lost a year and 295,403 ex-smokers would relapse to 

smoking.  

For the UK low-socioeconomic position population, we calculated that 68,588 non-smoking 

youth were at risk of ever vaping due to flavours and 29,493 of those were at risk of ever 

smoking due to flavours. 1,848 potential quit attempts would be lost a year and 171,299 ex-

smokers would relapse to smoking.  
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For the US general population, we calculated that 355,617 non-smoking youth were at risk of 

ever vaping due to flavours and 78,236 of those were at risk of ever smoking due to flavours. 

172,481 potential quit attempts would be lost a year and 1,369,341 ex-smokers would relapse 

to smoking.  

For all three populations, the decision aid estimated that the number of adult smokers and ex-

smokers who choose not to quit or relapse would outweigh the number of youth vapers who 

would be deterred from vaping or smoking if a ban was introduced.  

The final report produced by the decision aid for the general UK population (including the 

resulting guidance for policymakers) is shown in Supplementary Material.  

 

Discussion 

We developed a decision aid to assist policymakers in decisions relating to a potential ban of 

e-cigarette flavours. We applied this decision aid to three different populations (with the 

output suggesting the ban would have a negative impact in the general UK, low-

socioeconomic UK and general US populations). These reports were then presented to the 

UK All Party Parliamentary Group for Vaping 

(https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm/cmallparty/210602/vaping.htm), with the 

opportunity for clarification from, and feedback to, the researchers. This project demonstrates 

both the feasibility and utility of developing decision aids to increase the impact of science 

and facilitate the making of evidence-based decisions by policy makers. 

While decision aids are useful, the output should always be used in combination with 

evidence from a range of studies and the interpretability of the output is dependent on the 

quality of the decision aid and the evidence supplied to it. There are some limitations of the 

decision aid demonstrated in this article. Firstly, much of the evidence is reliant on self-
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reported beliefs about how smokers and vapers think they will behave in the event of flavour 

restrictions being implemented, which may differ from their actual behaviour. Secondly, 

while there is a strong association between e-cigarette use and later smoking, there is no clear 

evidence that e-cigarette use causes smoking among youth. There is also evidence to suggest 

that at least part of this relationship could be explained by shared risk factors [33], so it is 

likely that this decision aid will overestimate the number of youth who are at risk of smoking 

due to e-liquid flavour availability. Furthermore, the decision aid does not account for 

displacement (i.e., the number of youths who do not smoke because e-cigarettes are 

available), meaning the benefit of a ban is likely overestimated [34, 35]. The decision aid also 

does not take into account negative consequences of a ban beyond smoking behaviour, such 

as the creation of a black market which could lead to the use of unregulated/homemade 

products [36] and death [37, 38]. It can also not predict the consequences of partial bans such 

as allowing flavoured e-liquid on prescription, banning only flavours which appeal to 

children or banning packaging which is appealing to children. 

To conclude, the development of decision aids for policymakers can increase the impact of 

research and facilitate the making of evidence-based decisions by policymakers and the 

decision aid outlined in this article can inform on the net impact of an e-cigarette flavours 

ban. Using the currently available data, the decision aid demonstrated here suggests that a 

flavour ban would have a negative impact on the UK general, UK low socioeconomic and the 

US general populations. However, the output from the decision aid needs to be regularly 

updated to ensure it accurately represents the ever-changing sociocultural landscape. Future 

iterations should also investigate the effect of a potential ban on other at-risk populations 

(such as those who suffer from mental illness) and develop the decision aid to account for the 

effects of different e-cigarette flavours (i.e., sweet versus not), and the effect of disposables, 

as the relevant data becomes available.  
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